Finish the Sentence

Parent Directions: Have your child write the correct form of the word on each line.

1. Mom cut the pizza in ________________ but that wasn’t enough. We needed four more ________________ to feed everyone.
   
   half    halves

2. The ________________ were all gathered around to hear the story except for one ________________ who was still sitting at her desk.
   
   child    children

3. I spotted a big ________________ by the lake. Then Dad spotted about three more ________________ on the edge of the forest.
   
   moose    moose

4. “EEK!” yelled my mom. “There’s a ________________ in the garden.” I sure hope there aren’t any more ________________ around.
   
   mouse    mice

5. Before I went out to play in the snow, I put on a ________________; then I decided that I needed a couple more ________________ because it was so cold.
   
   scarf    scarves

6. When the ________________ are born, my dad says I can have a ________________ to raise by myself.
   
   calf     calves